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Preface

The goal of this study is to determine a feature system that is minimally sufficient to
distinguish all consonants and vowels in the world’s languages. Evidence is drawn
from two databases of transcribed sound inventories, UPSID ( inventories) and
P-base ( inventories).

Feature systems have been offered before that use data from many languages. For
example, Trubetzkoy () cited some  languages, Jakobson et al. () cited
nearly  languages, and Maddieson () used a database of  languages.
However, a fundamental methodological question remains to be addressed: Let
X be a sound from one language and Y a sound from another language. How do
we decide whether X and Y should be treated as the same sound or different sounds?
It is well known that, when X and Y are transcribed with the same phonetic symbol,
there is no guarantee that they are phonetically the same. Similarly, when X and Y are
transcribed with different phonetic symbols, there is no guarantee that they must be
different sounds. Moreover, even if there is phonetic evidence that X and Y are
notably different, there is no guarantee that they cannot be treated as the same sound
in a language. Without a proper answer to the methodological question, generaliza-
tions from cross-language comparisons are open to challenges.

In this study, I offer an answer, using the notion of contrast: X and Y are treated as
different sounds if and only if they contrast in some language (i.e. distinguish words
in that language). For example, [l] and [r] contrast in English (as in lice vs. rice);
therefore, we must represent them with different transcriptions and different fea-
tures. In addition, when [l] and [r] occur in a language where they do not distinguish
words, such as Japanese, we can distinguish them, too (as “allophones”). On the other
hand, if X and Y never contrast in any language, there is no need to distinguish them,
not even as allophones, even if they have an observable phonetic difference. For
example, Ladefoged () observes a difference between [θ] used by English
speakers in California, whose tongue tip is visible, and [θ] used by those in southern
England, whose tongue tip is not visible; but if the two kinds of [θ] never contrast in
any language, there is no need to distinguish them, either in transcription or in
features. Similarly, Disner () observes that the [i] in German has a slightly higher
tongue position than that in Norwegian. But again, if the two kinds of [i] never
contrast in any language, there is no need to distinguish them either. Non-contrastive
differences are not left aside but will be addressed as well, and explanations will be
suggested without assuming feature differences.

I make no prior assumption as to what the system should look like, such as
whether features should be binary or innate. Instead, the proposed method is explicit



and theory-neutral. The work can be laborious to carry out, though: It requires
repeated searches through sound inventories of all available languages in order to
find out whether a difference in phonetics or in transcription is ever contrastive in
any language. In addition, to guard against errors in original sources or in the
databases, we shall re-examine all languages that seem to exhibit an unusual contrast.

The resulting feature system is surprisingly simple: Fewer features are needed than
previously proposed, and for each feature, a two-way contrast is sufficient. For
example, it is found that, if we exclude other factors, such as vowel length and tongue
root movement, a two-way contrast in the backness of the tongue is sufficient; the
same is true for the height of the tongue. This result is quite unexpected, because even
the most parsimonious feature theories, such as Jakobson et al. () and Chomsky
and Halle (), assume three degrees of tongue height, and many assume three
degrees of tongue backness as well. Nevertheless, our conclusion is reliable, in that
the notion of contrast is uncontroversial, the proposed procedure is explicit, and the
result is repeatable.

Representing contrast is not the only purpose for which features are proposed. In
particular, features have been proposed to describe how sounds are made (articula-
tory features) and how sounds form classes in the phonology of a language (class-
based features) as well. This study focuses on contrast-based features for two reasons.
First, contrast lies at the core of phonology. Second, contrast-based data are the least
controversial and are large in quantity and high in quality. I shall attempt to interpret
contrast-based features as articulatory gestures, too, but I shall say little of class-based
features. It has been proposed that contrast-based features, articulatory features, and
class-based features should correspond to each other (Halle ), but that remains
an ideal. Before the ideal is confirmed, differences among the three feature systems,
once highlighted, provide fertile grounds for further research.

x Preface
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Commonly used abbreviations

* ill-formed
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VX rime made of a vowel and another sound, such as VV [ai] or VC [an]
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X tier tier representing time units



Active Articulators

Articulator Common name Other terms

Lips Lips (or lower lip) Labial; Lower lip
Tip Tip of the tongue Coronal; Tongue blade
Body Body of the tongue Dorsal
Velum Velum Soft palate
Root Root of the tongue Radical
Glottis Glottis Vocal cords; Vocal folds; Laryngeal
Larynx Larynx
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Introduction

A fundamental assumption in phonology is that, at some level of abstraction, speech
is made of a sequence of sounds, or consonants and vowels. Under this assumption,
numerous studies of a language begin by listing its consonants and vowels. The goal
of this study is to determine a minimally sufficient feature system that can distinguish
all consonants and vowels in the world’s languages. Before I introduce the method-
ology in Chapter , it is necessary to address some preliminary questions: What are
speech sounds? What are features? Can we compare sounds and features across
languages? Do we have adequate data for the task?

. Sounds and time

The discovery that words can be decomposed into sounds has made it possible to
create writing systems in many languages, which in turn has had a profound impact
on human civilization. Indeed, according to Goldsmith (: ), phonemic analysis
(the technique for figuring out the consonants and vowels of a language) remains the
greatest achievement in phonology. Nevertheless, a number of questions remain.

.. Segmentation of speech

When we segment speech into consonants and vowels, we encounter two problems.
First, there are prosodic properties, such as tones, that seem to be independent of,
or attached to entities larger than, consonants and vowels. Second, phonetically,
the boundaries between sounds are not always clear, because properties of one
sound often spill into another (and vice versa)—a process called “coarticulation”
in phonetics and “feature spreading” in phonology. For example, in pan, nasalization
(a property of [n]) starts during [æ], not after it. Similarly, the tone of a syllable can
extend to another, or shift from one to another. In response, Goldsmith ()
proposes that speech is made of multiple tiers of features, each tier being autono-
mous. Features on the same tier have their own temporal sequence, but there is no
common temporal sequence across all layers. The conclusion is that speech cannot be
segmented into consonants and vowels. A similar view is expressed by Firth ()

A Theory of Phonological Features. First edition. San Duanmu.
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and more recently by Fowler (), who suggests that we should focus on individual
articulatory gestures instead of sounds or segments.

However, some well-known facts will be hard to account for if speech is not made
of a sequence of sounds (after we set aside prosodic properties such as tone and
syllable structure). For example, given two sounds A and B, languages can make a
contrast between AB and BA, such as tax vs. task, cats vs. cast, tea vs. eat, andmap vs.
amp. In addition, it is possible to spell or transcribe speech with a sequence of letters
or phonetic symbols, regardless of the language—a fact that would be quite unusual if
speech is not made of a sequence of sounds. Moreover, language games can manipu-
late (i.e. move, insert, delete, or change) sound-sized units, and such games are found
not only in languages that are written alphabetically, such as Pig Latin in English, but
also in those that are not, such as Chinese (e.g. Chao ; Yip ; Bao b).
Finally, there is no evidence that it is easier to account for feature spreading (or
coarticulation) if we reject consonants and vowels. Indeed, even within the multi-
tiered approach to phonology, a special tier has been proposed that corresponds
to traditional notions of consonants and vowels, such as the CV tier of McCarthy
() and Clements and Keyser (), or the X tier of Pulleyblank () and
Levin (). Therefore, I shall continue to assume that speech is, at some level of
abstraction, made of a sequence of sounds.

.. Granularity of segmentation

A second problem in decomposing words into sounds is the granularity of segmen-
tation: there is no agreement on how large (or small) a sound should be. For example,
is the affricate [ts] one sound or two? Is the diphthong [ai] one sound or two? Is the
triphthong [uai] one sound or three? Is [ʘx] (in the African language !Xóõ) one
sound or two? Should the decisions be made on a language-specific basis? For
example, can [ai] be one sound in some languages and two in others, even if it is
phonetically the same?

Chao () argues that phonemic analysis is inherently ambiguous and a unique
solution is rarely possibly. The ambiguity has made some linguists doubt the reality
of consonants and vowels. For example, after years of working on consonants and
vowels, the prominent linguist Ladefoged (: ) remarks that they are probably
“scientific imaginations” after all.

Nevertheless, many ambiguities are resolvable if additional evidence is taken into
consideration. For example, consider the syllable onset in Standard Chinese. If we
exclude glides, only the following items are found [p ph t th k kh ts tsh tʂ tʂh tç tçh m n f s
ʂ ç x ]. If the affricates [ts tsh tʂ tʂh tç tçh] are single consonants, we see a generaliza-
tion: The Chinese onset allows just one consonant. If affricates are clusters of two
sounds each, the generalization is lost. In addition, we face a new question whose
answer is not so obvious: Why are some consonant clusters allowed while others not?

 Introduction



However, additional evidence is often ignored. As an example, consider two
analyses of Chinese. You et al. () propose that Chinese should not be segmented
into consonants and vowels. Instead, we can treat each rime as a single sound, such
as [au], [ai], [an], and [aŋ]. The advantage, they argue, is that we do not need to
account for contextual variations of vowels (called “allophonic variation” in phon-
emic analysis), such as the variation of [a] in [au], [ai], [an], and [aŋ]. However, they
fail to account for the fact that diphthongs and VC rimes are found in full syllables
only, whereas rimes of unstressed syllables are half as long and have a simple vowel
only (Lin and Yan ). If the difference between full and unstressed syllables
is taken into consideration, it is clear that the former have two rime positions and
the latter just one, so that [au], [ai], [an], and [aŋ] should all be split into two
sounds each.

Next we consider vowels in Standard Chinese. According to Lee and Zee (),
there are six monophthongs (such as [a] in [ma] ‘mother’ and [an] ‘peace’), eleven
diphthongs (such as [ai] in [mai] ‘sell’ and [ia] in [ia] ‘duck’ and [ian] ‘smoke’), and
four triphthongs (such as [uai] in [xuai] ‘bad’). However, the analysis becomes
problematic when we consider evidence from syllable structure. First, [mai] ‘sell’
and [xuai] ‘bad’ form a riming pair, as do [an] ‘peace’ and [ian] ‘smoke’. This means
that [uai] should be divided into [u] and [ai], because [ai] is a unit for riming.
Similarly, [ian] should be divided into [i] and [an], where [an] is a unit for riming.
Second, diphthongs like [ai] and [au] cannot be followed by a consonant, such as
*[ain] or *[aun], whereas simple vowels can, such as [in] and [an]. This means that a
diphthong is equal to two sounds. Thus, evidence from syllable structure suggests
that both diphthongs and triphthongs should be decomposed into simple vowels.
The decomposition yields better phonemic economy, too. For example, without
decomposing diphthongs and triphthongs, there are twenty-one vowels in Standard
Chinese (Lee and Zee ), whereas with the decomposition there are at most six,
including a retroflex vowel (Duanmu : ).

Even if additional evidence is used, its interpretation is not always obvious. Let
us consider two examples. We have just seen that diphthongs can be treated as
two sounds when they are long. However, Cairns (p.c. ) suggests that some
diphthongs are short. The example is New Yorkers’ pronunciation of the vowel in
bath and cab as [æ@]. Cairns considers the vowel to be a short diphthong, because
[æ] is often treated as a “lax” vowel, and lax vowels are usually short in English.
The question is whether this vowel is indeed short. Phonetically, [æ] is clearly a
long vowel (Peterson and Lehiste : ). Phonologically, the New York [æ]
undergoes “tensing” in such an environment (Benua ), and tense vowels
in English are phonologically long, in part because they attract stress (Halle
and Vergnaud ; Hayes ). Thus, there is good evidence that the New
York [æ@] is not a short diphthong but a long one, which can be decomposed into
two sounds.

. Sounds and time 



Another reported example of short diphthongs is found in Gussmann’s ()
analysis of Icelandic. The argument is that the maximal rime size in Icelandic is VX
(i.e. VV or VC); therefore, in a VVC rime, VV must be a short diphthong. It is worth
noting that in VVC rimes, the C is typically a nasal. Such a case is not new. For
example, Borowsky () observes that in non-final English syllables the rime size is
mostly limited to VX, although some exceptions are found, such as pumpkin, whose
first rime is VCC, and fountain, whose first rime is VVC. In such rimes, the vowel is
followed by a nasal, which can form a nasalized vowel (Duanmu ). Thus, the first
rime in pumpkin is [Ũp] and that in fountain is [aũ], an analysis independently
proposed before (Malécot ; Bailey ; Fujimura ; Cohn ).

The examples show that different decisions on the granularity of segmentation can
yield different consonants and vowels. When we examine databases of sound inven-
tories, therefore, we should not take reported inventories at face value. Instead, we
should be aware of the range of ambiguities and alternative interpretations. In
addition, we should be cautious in drawing certain kinds of generalization, such as
the number of consonants and vowels in a language, the average sizes of phoneme
inventories across languages, or the total number of distinct sounds in all languages.
Moreover, the size of a sound affects its feature analysis, too. For example, if [ʘx] is a
single sound in !Xóõ, its feature analysis would be quite complicated. On the other
hand, in a “cluster analysis” (Traill : –), [ʘx] is made of two sounds,
a bilabial click [ʘ] and a velar fricative [x], and their feature analyses would be
much simpler.

The granularity problem is related to what Chao (: ) calls “under-analysis”
and “over-analysis.” In under-analysis, one treats what are “recognizably compound
sounds” as a single sound, such as treating the affricate [ts] or [tsh] as a single
consonant. In over-analysis, one treats what is “one homogeneous sound” as two
sounds, such as treating the American English vowel [ɚ] as [@] plus [r]. But the terms
“under-analysis” and “over-analysis” imply that (i) there is a “proper” analysis and
(ii) we know what it is. In other words, Chao seems to assume that we already know
what a sound is. The assumption is not obvious, as we shall see next.

.. Defining sounds by time

Given the assumption that speech can be segmented into a sequence of sounds, the
simplest definition of sounds is as in (), with examples in (), where X is a time unit
(McCarthy ; Pulleyblank ; Clements and Keyser ; Levin ). I use
“features” as a cover term for phonetic properties (such as articulatory gestures), to
be elaborated on later.

() Sounds defined by time
A sound is a set of compatible feature values in one time unit.
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() Sample representations of sounds
Single sounds Two-sound units
Simple Complex Diphthong Long vowel
X X XX XX Timing tier
| /\ | | \/
k kp a i i Gestures
[k] [k͡p] [ai] [i:] Transcription

The notion of time is both phonetic and phonological. Phonetically, one sound is
shorter than two sounds of comparable nature and in comparable context. For
example, a short vowel (which takes one time unit) ought to be shorter than a
long vowel or a diphthong (which take two time units each). Phonologically, a
long vowel or a diphthong occupies two rime positions, similar to a short vowel
plus a consonant. This can be demonstrated in some well-studied languages, such
as English and Chinese. In addition, a long sound often shows different phono-
logical behavior than a short one. For example, a long vowel tends to attract stress
but a short one does not (Prince ; Hayes ). Similarly, a vowel may be
lengthened when it carries a contour tone but not when it carries a level tone
(Ward ).

Phonetic duration can be influenced by various factors though, in particular the
phonotactics of a language. For example, an English vowel is shorter before a
voiceless consonant than before a voiced one (House and Fairbanks ; Peterson
and Lehiste ); thus, [I] is shorter in fit than in fig. In addition, high vowels are
shorter than non-high vowels. More striking cases have also been reported, in which
the duration of a two-consonant cluster is similar to that of a single consonant. For
example, Browman and Goldstein (: ) report that in English, the temporal
gesture of labial closure is the same for [p b m mp mb] (as in capper, cabber, cammer,
camper, and camber), “regardless of whether the consonantal portion is described as
a single consonant (/b/, /p/ or /m/) or as a consonant cluster (/mp/ or /mb/).”
Similarly, Maddieson () reports that, while prenasalized stops are found to be
longer than a single consonant in Luganda (Herbert ; ), they have similar
timing patterns to those of single consonants in Fijian. Such cases can sometimes be
explained by the phonology of the given language though. For example, it can be
argued that a prenasalized stop in Luganda is a true consonant cluster (Herbert ;
). In contrast, the Fijian consonant inventory has [p t k], [m n ŋ], and [mb nd ŋg],
but no [b d g] (Dixon : ); therefore, it is possible that the Fijian [mb nd ŋg] are
in fact single consonants [b d g] (Herbert ; ). In English, vowels are
nasalized before a nasal; therefore, the nasal closure itself becomes redundant if
the following consonant can indicate its place of articulation. In other words, the
closure pattern observed by Browman and Goldstein () can be described by a
rule [VNC] → [ṼC], where [NC] is a homorganic cluster.

. Sounds and time 


